Abstract. A search for the integral solutions of the Diophantine equation x3 + j/3 + 2z3 = fc, for \x\, \y\ and \z\ < 105 was made on an I.B.M. 1620 Model 1. These results showed that there are now just 19 values of fc in the range 1 ^ fc 5= 999 for which no solution is known. |
by Ko [1] , Makowski [2] as well as by Schinzel and Sierpiñski [3] . Ko found a representation for every natural number up to 100 with the exception of the num- Table 1 Integral Solutions of x3 + y3 + 2z3 = fc. X  Y  Z  K  1118  2723  -2210  99  -2212  2549  -1421  99  -2276  -2627  2464  229  4636  -5699  3496  229  1099  -1199  583  274  5185  -5201  865  274  1523  -1525  191  284  -8413  8507  -2161  284  778  -2072  1615  454  -4991  -9710  8041  571  1168  -1169  127  589  3088 113, 148, 183, 190, 195. In the investigations [1], [2] the parameters were small; in fact, the absolute value of each is less than 260. Since it is possible that some of the missing solutions might be just outside that range, we investigated the problem of finding further solutions of the Diophantine equation (1) x3 + y3 + 2z3 = fc, where the parameters \x\, \y\, \z\, fc were allowed to vary up to 999. This search gave representations for all but 39 values of fc. We note the following three solutions missing in On an I.B.M. 1620 Model 1, a Fortran program for this problem took about 15 hours to run. Later on, we rewrote the program in the assembler language which ran about 15 times faster and decided to extend the search to 104. This required a computing time of 1000 hours and the run was made over a period of one year on a low priority basis. This extended search gave us solutions for 20 more values of fc and they are given in Table 1 .
As a result, we now have just 19 values of fc in the range 1 ^ fc ^ 999 for which no solution of (1) is known. These values are recorded in the Table 2 below.   Table 2 Values of k in the Range 1 ^ fc ^ 999 for which 
